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Short Description
MERCHANT BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

Description

MERCHANT BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES SOLVED PAPERS AND GUESS
ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE PUBLISHER

If you find yourself getting fed up and frustrated with other X Y Z book solutions now mehta solutions brings top solutions for X Y Z MERCHANT BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES REPORT book contains previous year solved papers plus faculty important questions and answers specially for .questions and answers are specially design specially for X Y Z students .

Please note: All products sold on mabooksindia.com are brand new and 100% genuine

- Case studies solved
- New addition fully solved
UNIT I MERCHANT BANKING 5
UNIT II ISSUE MANAGEMENT 12
UNIT III OTHER FEE BASED SERVICES 10
Mergers and Acquisitions – Portfolio Management Services – Credit Syndication – Credit Rating – Mutual Funds - Business Valuation.
UNIT IV FUND BASED FINANCIAL SERVICES 10
UNIT V OTHER FUND BASED FINANCIAL SERVICES 8
Consumer Credit – Credit Cards – Real Estate Financing – Bills Discounting – factoring and Forfeiting – Venture Capital - venture debt funds – start up financing
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1. Books by courier
2. Delivery in 5-7 days
3. Courier india only
4. Rating of product : largest selling